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Etna Climb and Vesuvius Visit
I've been told a large percentage of weather related fatalities on Mount

Book of the month

Rainier are climbers with airplane tickets in their backpacks on fixed vacation schedules. I can sure understand how that happens now. On Octo-

Summit Routes

ber 6th, 2015, the weather on the island of Sicily, Italy, was clear and sun-

Washington’s 100 highest

ny everywhere except one small area. Climbers know the axiom, "the

peaks

mountain makes its own weather."

With detailed route and itinerary descriptions, this is the
book that those seeking the

My wife, Anchi, has long wanted to visit Sicily. She spent months plan-

summits of the state’s highest

ning a great trip for us. Sicily is home to Mount Etna (10,600'), the highest

mountains should have in

peak in southern Europe and one of the world's most active volcanoes. I
told Anchi if we are going to Sicily then I want to climb Etna. To my delight

their library. Authors: Scott

she agreed to let me make the climb. Not only did she agree she identified

Stephenson and Brian Bon-

through TripAdvisor.com what would later turn out to be a fantastic volcan-

giovanni

ologist, climbing guide and my new friend Paride Stella. In an exchange
of e-mails we booked a room in his Etna Guest House and set October
6th for a summit climb by the north side climbers' route and the 7th for a
second south side cable car tour. (continues on page 5)
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MEMBER OF: Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs, Washington Trails Association. Washington Environmental Council. Washington Wilderness Coalition. MidFORC Coalition
The primary objective of this club is to encourage the healthful enjoyment of the great outdoors, to preserve its natural
beauty and to promote good fellowship among all lovers of
nature.
PO Box 352 Seattle, WA 98111

Nov 30 > Applications end for the Winter Backcountry class
Dec 3 > Board Meeting
Dec 4/5/6 > Wilderness First Aid Class
Dec 12 > New Snow Dinner
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MOVING?
Please update your info on the website:

www.washingtonalpineclub.org

If you want to get mail on the WAC email list, join the yahoo
group at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/waclist/
Post message: waclist@yahoogroups.com
Subscribe: waclist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
Important: You must be a current member! We have to approve you before you can join. Please put your name in the
comment section. If we can't figure out who you are from your
email address alone, then we'll deny your request. If this happens to you just apply to join the group again and in the comment section, tell us your name.
Does the WAC have your good email address? You can check
these things on the WAC website.
If your address changes please let us know!

It is time to renew your membership
Fall is the time to renew your membership in the WAC for another year. These rainy days and long nights make it super easy to
do! Just look yourself up in the members section to see when
your membership expires. https://washingtonalpineclub.org/
renew-your-membership
Thanks for supporting your club! Remember you membership
dues and any additional contribution are tax deductible!
You can also pay by check. Please send your check today
made out to “WAC”, to:
Washington Alpine Club
c/o Dave Wilson
3629 Whitman Ave. N
Seattle, WA 98103
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President’s Corner
Everyone is excited to see what this year’s ski season will bring. Cliff
Mass has told us it will be a Godzilla La Nino this year which could produce some big storms. We have not had any snow at Guye Cabin so far
this fall, which is somewhat unusual although certainly not unheard of.
There has been some on the peaks around 5000 feet. There is good
snow reported on the Muir Snowfield, Mount Baker, and Whistler. Randy
Oakley has already organized the Wednesday night ski class. Registration is open with discount passes available.
We recently had an excellent Annual Meeting at Guye Cabin. We heard
reports on the Climbing class, Risk Management, Club Finances, 501C3,
Forest Management Plan, and Guye Cabin. We were honored to have
long time members Mary Jane Steele and Barbara Dietrich join us. We
were also very pleased that Nick Nichols made the journey. Having these
three made the meeting very special. For the finale Elden Altizer gave a
wonderful presentation about his climb of Denali in Alaska. What an
amazing adventure he had!
Everyone enjoyed delicious food for lunch, while we caught up on old
friends that we hadn’t seen all summer, and some new ones too. The
WAC has a very high level of involvement by its members. Old and new,
from all aspects of the Club were in attendance. It was a real treat to meet
everyone that attended and see their enthusiasm and interest in our Club.
The WAC continues to be really focused on the future and how we can
improve everyone’s experience while maintaining the historical uniqueness and tradition of the WAC.
Our 2015 Board and Chairs have done a fantastic job over the last year.
We have a fantastic, motivated, and committed team managing the WAC
and it shows. Our Club continues to improve every year. Once again most
of our current Directors have agreed to stay committed and engaged for
the 2016 year. The 2016 Board of Directors were voted in by the members at the Annual Meeting.
If you have not renewed for 2016 already it is simple to do via our new
website. We won’t send out bills, so please check the website
www.washingtonalpineclub.org and follow the instructions to renew and
pay online. Many people save a little money and pay for multiple years to
make it easier on themselves. Also be sure to include your annual Cabin
Fees.
When you run into these folks that guide our Club as it enters its second
century be sure to give them a big “thank you”! Our Club is run 100% by
volunteers donating lots of time, energy, money, and effort. We can make
the WAC whatever we want it to be, it just takes folks willing to step up
and volunteer as an instructor, lead that first aid class, climb, outing,
snowshoe, ski lesson, cabin repair, or kids hike!

Coming up on Saturday December
12, is our annual New Snow Dinner at
Guye Cabin. Anyone want to volunteer this year? If you have an idea for
an entrée and want to prepare it for
30 people just let me know! You can
do anything you want. As always,
vegetarian selections, salads and deserts will be specialty potluck. Please
join us for a wonderful afternoon,
evening, and night at Guye Cabin. We
hope to see new members, and those
of you that haven’t been up for a
while. With any luck we’ll have some
of the WAC musicians on hand for
some songs. We’ll also have a slide
show. An evening of great food, lots
of fun, meeting old friends, and making some new friends! Cost? Suggested $5 donation per person to cover
the cost of the entrée.
What can be better than Wednesday
evening skiing? Randy Oakley has
put together the WAC Telemark / randonee class on Wednesday nights.
Our class has been around for over
20 years and has produced many of
Washington’s best backcountry skiers. They are already accepting applications online so help spread the
word. We hope to again have Guye
Cabin open on Wednesday nights for
the duration of the class, so plan on
some overnights! (continues on page
4).
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President’s
Corner (continued
from page 3)

November always brings
Thanksgiving Day, a
WAC favorite, our wonderful national feast day,
and one of our most important holidays. On this
special day, we all pause
for a moment to reflect on
the bounty of our lives,
and also those people
less fortunate than ourselves. As our Club embarks into its second century we continue to work
to ensure that this gift to
us from the past is preserved and that we take
care that it will remain
intact for centuries to
come, and our children’s
children. We have many
reasons to be very proud
of our Club. We are
thankful for the natural
gifts we have, and most
importantly for our
friends, partners, and
community. I am very
proud (as we all are) to
be a part of the WAC
community! Have a fantastic winter season!

Photo Caption

In-town rescue scenario
practice in Ravenna Park
The Risk Management Committee, in response to feedback that WAC
members wanted practice with group decision making and communication
skills, held a rescue scenario practice session this past Tuesday. We had
great turnout with four groups, each with five participants, work through
either a simulated climbing or skiing accident in Ravenna Park. These
motley crews (some of whom knew each other ahead of time and some
who didn't) evaluated the scene, determined roles, assessed the patient,
and eventually evacuated the patient. All while operating in the dark and
cold of November. Litters were improvised and carries were performed.
Afterward, we relocated to Susan and Charlie's to discuss what went well,
what we learned, and what we could do better next time. For some, it
was their first exposure to the WAC emergency response plan (ERP) system used in many of our courses and their first time using radios in a rescue. The practice was well-received (based on feedback forms) and
many people asked for more practice, both with rescues in general and
emergency medicine specifically.
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From our new position at about
6,500 feet we were still in sunshine
but could see we would soon be
enveloped in the cloud. Paride
commented there might not be
much point in going all the way to
the summit because we wouldn’t be
able to see anything unless the
cloud cleared.
The boot path lead up a ridgeline
on the north side of the mountain
Paride explains the lava caves

overlooking a massive lava flow. In
this area we got our first look at an
interesting volcanic feature of Etna.

Etna Climb and Vesuvius Visit

Etna is always “smoking”. The

(continued from page 1) Paride's Guest House was much more than just a

being carried down the lava flow

room. It is a wonderful fourth floor apartment in the city of Catania with a

and quickly evaporating. But mixed

dramatic panoramic view of Etna. We arrived on the 5th after four days in

in with the water vapor was a blue-

Rome. After meeting Paride in person we set the final details for the

ish-brownish gas that carried much

climb the next day.

farther down the mountain. Paride

Paride lead us through pine forested trail that curved to climbers’ left and
traversed without gaining much altitude. After about a mile we came to

threads of lenticular cloud were

said this was volcanic gas venting
from the summit.

our first destination, an opening in the ground that was the entrance to a

As we climbed higher the slope

lengthy lava tube. We put on helmets Paride provided and with head-

became steeper. The slope was

lamps and flash lights entered the cave. The interior floor was very rug-

mostly smooth pumice rock

ged and hard to walk on and the ceiling’s average height was only about

scoured by the wind. Because it’s

five feet making it necessary to walk crouched down. But what was really

so light the strong wind easily car-

interesting were the “dog’s teeth” covering the ceiling. They are what

ried it like blowing snow making for

made the helmets a must have: spikes averaging about two inches long

some interesting scenes. At about

pointing vertically down from the ceiling. Parade said they were formed

8,000’ we entered the lenticular

by molten lava dripping from the ceiling as the cave cooled.

cloud. The wind direction was di-

Shortly after the cave the trail turned up and started gaining altitude. After
a short while we cleared the tree-line and started climbing steep lava rock.
There was a stiff breeze blowing at the trailhead but now the wind was
blowing down-slope directly in our faces making it necessary to work that
much harder to climb.

rectly down-slope with near hurricane intensity. It was a real challenge but we pressed on. At about
8,500 ft we came to some large
boulders were we took partial shelter from the wind to rest.
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Pumice Slope

Etna Climb and Vesuvius Visit (continued…)
As we continued climbing I started having second thoughts about the likelihood of making the summit. Given
the steadily worsening conditions it was looking increasingly likely we would not make the summit. At 9,300’ we
reached a small high-point were the boot path dipped down a little before continuing up the next steep slope.
Here the wind was blowing so hard it was extremely difficult to make any progress Here Paride said he didn’t
think it was safe to continue. The summit bid was off.
Paride said to follow him. Rather than turning directly back we took a fork off the boot trail that traversed the
mountain not losing much altitude. After about a quarter mile we came to a surprisingly large permanent structure, the volcanic observatory built to monitor Etna’s geologic activity and hopefully predict the next eruption.
There was no one there at this time however. We took shelter on the leeward side of the building protected
from the wind as much as possible and sat down for lunch. After lunch and some photographs we continued
along another boot path that lead down another ridge to a steep pumice slope. Here Paride said we could run
down and he was not kidding.
The slope was steep and soft pumice rock about 12 to 18 inches deep. We could plunge step down just like in
snow. With each step my boots disappeared in the soft pumice. Here the wind was at our backs which was a
good thing as it carried away the dust that otherwise would be in our faces. Paride said we were actually on a
glacier and that there was ice under the pumice. He found a good location and then started digging with his
hands. About 12 inches down he hit ice. I put my hand down the hole and sure enough it was ice under the
pumice. Much of the pumice was from a recent eruption.
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We continued down until we reached another cinder cone that we hiked around. There are small “baby” volcanos all around the slopes of Etna. Parade said you can estimate their age by the amount of vegetation. No
vegetation means young. Cinder cones covered with trees or large plants are 100 years or more old. New
cones are formed by new eruptions every few years. Back at the car our total hike time was about eight hours.
It was a great trip. Maybe someday I’ll try for the summit again.
The next day was my wife’s day on Etna. Paride drove us to the “tourist” side (south). Here at about 6000’ we
found development that looks like a sky resort. The gondola that takes tourists up to 9000’ starts here. It was
just our bad luck that the wind on this day was even stronger than it was the day before so the gondola was
shut down. The car was parked facing away from the wind so when I opened the door the wind grabbed the
door and flung it open with tremendous force, making me fly out of car like a cannon shot. Thanks to five years
of mountain hiking I was able to land on my feet with a good laugh.
We spent the next few days driving around the island of Sicily then hopped a flight to Naples. Naples is the
home of Mount Vesuvius and Pompeii. On October 18th we drove to Vesuvius National Park where we took a
bus that drives visitors to just about 300 feet short of the crater rim. Here we hiked up the half-mile path to the
crater rim to stand on the edge of one of the most famous and notorious volcanos in the world. Of course in
keeping with our luck it was windy and near zero visibility so we couldn’t see much but just being there made it
worth it.
After Vesuvius we drove to Pompeii to walk among the ruins of a once great city destroyed by one of history’s
most famous eruptions. Having heard about Pompeii all my life it was great experience to actually be there. A
big Thank you to my wife Anchi who made the entire trip possible. She did all the planning for the trip. And she
speaks Italian, always a plus to speak the local language. Etna climb video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xCWwXptpMzg
By Robertson Miller

View of Etna on the day of the climb
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Annual Membership Dues

Regular Members
ages 18-64

Senior/
Out-of-State

1 YEAR: Through Dec 2015

$40.00

$20.00

2 YEARS: Through Dec 2016

$78.00

$39.00

3 YEARS: Through Dec 2017

$114.00

$57.00

4 YEARS: Through Dec 2018

$148.00

$74.00

5 YEARS: Through Dec 2019

$180.00

$90.00

Kids Nordic Ski Classes
The Junior Nordic Program is a progressive program to teach children all-round skills for Nordic skiing. For ages
4 to 8, we focus on striding (classic) and downhill skills. Starting around ages 8 or 9, kids learn to skate. Kids
age 9 and older split their season between classic and skating styles. For kids under the age of 10, learning
through games and adventure is very important.
Kids in Treasure Trails, Little Nords, and Freeheelers will play a variety of games like treasure hunts, skiing off
trail through the woods, playing soccer on skis, and having snowball fights all in the process of learning to ski
well. When kids enter High Pros and are ready to for directed technique coaching, they’ll be solid striders and
skaters. 8 week program—January to March.
The program consistently gets good reviews and many of the instructions are WAC members. All the info is on
the Summit’s website http://www.summit-at-snoqualmie.com/lessons-and-rentals/nordic-lessons

Guye Cabin
Thanks to the dedicated team that helped out over the summer, Guye Cabin is ready for anything this winter!
We improved access and walkways, did extensive grounds and trail work, installed curbs on the bridge, improved the outside theater area, painted the kitchen cabinets, touched up the paint outside, and of course
hauled, split, and stacked a winter’s worth of firewood!
Special recognition also goes to Dale Ott, Diane Gelotte, Dave Mitchell, Mike Dietsch, Ralph Preston, and Johnny Moeller. Many others helped out too both inside and out! Thanks to each and every of you who helped! The
Cabin is better than ever and ready for the Godzilla El Nino Winter Season!
When you renew please purchase the Annual Cabin Fee option. You won’t have to worry about paying on your
phone each time you visit the Cabin, and most importantly you’ll be helping support the kind of work we do each
summer. You can renew and pay annual Cabin fee online! http://www.wacweb.org/About/renew.view
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Guye Cabin Recycling
The WAC is green & The Cabin follows the same recycling program as the city of Seattle. There are three bins
to sort garbage, recycling, and compostable items. Note- when you leave please take them home when you
leave and put them in your home bins. Thanks!
Paper coffee cups and their lids are both recyclable (not just the cardboard sleeve) after being poured
out. Seattle is one of the few areas in the country where both are able to be recycled. Plastic cups and bottles
for drinking were a common occurrence in our garbage. Those are recyclable. Empty plastic food trays from
microwave meals and to-go clamshell containers can be quickly rinsed and then recycled. Plastic 'to go' boxes
can be rinsed and recycled.
Paper/cardboard 'to go' boxes, napkins, all food waste, vegetables, coffee grounds, etc. should be composted.

New Snow Dinner—December 12
The New Snow Dinner is an annual event to welcome in the Winter Ski Season and encourage the white fluffy
stuff to finally start to fall! This is one of the biggest events of the year at the Guye Cabin, the heart and the soul
of the Washington Alpine Club!
Come up to our beautiful Guye Cabin for the day and play! Tour the Cabin. Inspect all the new projects done
over the summer. Or just socialize, read a book, play chess, spent the day playing outdoors or just relax! Come
early! Stay late! Spend the night! Spend the weekend! Bring your family, friends, and guests! As always, we are
expecting a good turnout so make your plans now! You won’t want to miss this one!
Do you have a favorite dish you would like to do for 30 people? (The WAC pays the cost) Send me an email!
We’ll also have plenty of great food for vegetarians. We will eat promptly at 6 pm! Everything else will be specialty potluck. Please bring your very best side dishes of salads, appetizers, vegetables, deserts, or drinks.
After dinner we’ll do a slide show, or have entertainment! Okay, how much this time?? Once again, we are asking for a suggested five dollar donation each to cover the costs of the main course! That will be a lot of food and
fun for five bucks!
Questions or need more information? email mikemahanay@gmail.com

Snoqualmie Loppet—January 31
A winter highlight! Come join the 6th annual 35K “Citizen’s Race” from Hyak to Cabin Creek.
We ride the lift up as soon as they open, ski the Mount Catherine Loop, do the long flat Iron Horse Trail, a short
loop through the Troll Hagen, then a loop around Cabin Creek to the finish.
There is a Half Loppet option that begins and ends at Hyak. For the full Loppet you’ll need to be an intermediate
Nordic skier (Classic or Skate) Sign up on Facebook- https://www.facebook.com/events/254301984754494/
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WAC Annual Meeting
This has been an outstanding
year for the WAC! We moved
The Washington Alpine Club Annual Meeting was held on October 21.
Please welcome and congratulate the 2016 Directors!
2016 Board of Directors Mike Mahanay
Pat O’Brien
Susan Ashlock
Elden Altizer
Dave Wilson
Ira Rushwald
Pat Beurskens
Joanna Hingle
Jiri Pertold
Eli Holmes

President
Vice President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

to a 501c3, implemented a
Risk Management Plan, trained
students in Basic Climbing,

mikemahanay@gmail.com
patobwac @yahoo.com
susan.ashlock @gmail.com
eldenaltizer @msn.com
dw801 @yahoo.com
irushwald @gmail.com
patb4 @hotmail.com
johingle @gmail.com
pertold @gmail.com
e2holmes @gmail.com

The Washington Alpine Club

Intermediate Climbing, Winter
Backcountry Travel, First Aid,
and Ski classes. We also built
a new website, awarded scholarships, did maintenance and
made upgrades to our Cabin
and property at Snoqualmie
Pass.
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PO Box 352
Seattle WA 98111
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